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	"This remarkable reference covers topics such as quantum groups, Hopf Galois theory, actions and coactions of Hopf algebras, smash and crossed products, and the structure of cosemisimple Hopf algebras. "
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Bone Marrow and Stem Cell Transplantation (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2014

	The second edition of Bone Marrow and Stem Cell Transplantation expands upon the previous edition with current, detailed methods on HLA, minor-HLA and Killer Immunoglobulin Like Receptor typing. With new chapters on immunophenotyping and functional characterization of stem cells are included. Written in the highly successful Methods...
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Cage-based Performance Capture (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	Nowadays, highly-detailed animations of live-actor performances are increasingly easier to acquire and 3D Video has reached considerable attentions in visual media production. In this book, we address the problem of extracting or acquiring and then reusing non-rigid parametrization for video-based animations. At first sight, a crucial...
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Microsoft Windows XP Power Productivity (Mastering)Sybex, 2005
The Keys to Your Productivity Are Right There, Inside Windows
   Windows XP is packed with utilities and other features that can help you work smarter and faster. The trick is knowing what they are and how and when to use them. Microsoft Windows XP Power Productivity teaches you how to leverage these tools to automate,...
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Models in Spatial Analysis (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2007


	This book offers a relatively large overview of modeling families which exist in

	spatial analysis and of the different mindsets that went into them. Models presented are

	related to space organization principles, localization logic, the form of spatial

	interactions1 and their role in space dynamics. The expertise of the authors is...
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Fundamentals of Audio and Video Programming for GamesMicrosoft Press, 2003
Deliver console-rocking sound, music, and video effects to your games with  this all-in-one toolkit for C++ game programmers. From mixing and moving sounds  around a 3-D space to taking video to the third dimension, you get expert  insights and performance tips direct from the developers. It’s everything you  need to fuel your...
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Artificial Intelligence for Maximizing Content Based Image Retrieval (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2008

	The increasing trend of multimedia data use is likely to accelerate creating an urgent need of providing a clear means of capturing, storing, indexing, retrieving, analyzing, and summarizing data through image data.


	Artificial Intelligence for Maximizing Content Based Image Retrieval discusses major aspects of content-based...
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